STUDY MATERIAL (2019-2020)
SUBJECT: ENGLISH
CLASS: 3RD STD
LESSON NO: 1

TOPIC – Max’s Words
I) answer these questions.
1) What did Karl like collecting?
Ans. Karl liked collecting coins.
2) What were the different types of words that Max collected? Give a
few examples of each.
Ans .Max collected small words, bigger words, words that made him
feel good and so on. ‘A, the, hungry, park’ are a few examples of each.
3) How did Benjamin and Karl react after learning about Max’s hobby?
Ans. They laughed after learning about Max’s hobby.
4) What story did the three brothers create?
Ans. They created the story of a little worm and a big crocodile.
5) What kind of a boy was Max? Write a few sentences about him.
Ans. Max was a hardworking and innovative boy. He was a friendly
person and loved to work in an organized manner. His work was worth
appreciation.
II) Word – meaning

1) Rapidly- quickly
2) Pancakes- thin, flat, fried cakes
3) Hallway- another word for hall
4) Trade- exchange
III) Make sentence
1) Collection-I have a huge collection of books.
2) Quicker- She was quicker than the other two girls.
3) Pile- I kept the pile of books on the table.
IV) Read the lines from the story and answer the questions that follow.
1) you don’t have enough’, said Karl.
a) Who did Karl say these words to?
Ans. He said these words to Max.
b) What did the listener not have enough of?
Ans. He did not have enough of words.
c) What happened immediately after this point in the story?
Ans. Max sorted through his words, picked out a few and began
arranging them on the floor.
2) `Oh, all right’, they said.
a) Who spoke these words and to whom?
Ans. Benjamin and Karl said these words to Max.
b) What did they agree to?

Ans. They agreed to give a stamp and a coin to Max.
c) What did they get in return?
Ans. They got some words in return.
V) Write T for true and F for false for these sentences.
1) Benjamin liked collecting coins. False
2) Benjamin liked Max’s idea of collecting words at once .False
3) Max collected both small and big words. True
4) Max’s favourite colours were red, blue and brown. False
5) Max’s collection became so big that it spread into the hallway. True
VI) Identify the nouns in the box as countable or uncountable .write
them in the correct columns.
Tea, country, milk, cotton, cheese, chair, salt, goat, artist, spoon
Countable nouns
Goat
Country
Artist
Spoon
Chair

Uncountable nouns
Salt
Tea
Milk
Cotton
Cheese

VII) Fill in the blanks with words from the box.
Sugar, milk, ice cream, paper , soup,chocolate
1) A bar of chocolate.

2) A glass of milk
3) A spoonful of sugar
4) A bowl of soup
5) A sheet of paper
6) A scoop of ice cream
VIII) Fill in the missing letters to spell words related to books.
1) S t o r y b o o k
2) L i b r a r y
3) A u t h o r
4) P o e t r y
5) C h a r a c t e r
6) B o o k m a r k

Chapter -2
Poem
Topic- There Isn’t Time
Learn first six lines of the poem
Grammar
LESSON NO: 1
TOPIC– THE ALPHABET
Let’s Crack it:-

A. Tick the group of words which are in alphabetical order.
1) Apple banana guava lemon watermelon
2) Desk chair pen eraser books

√

x

B. Read the wordlists. Write 1,2,3,4 in the boxes to show the order in
which you will find them in a dictionary.
1)

Run

4

2)

Race

4

2

Rib

3

1

2

Break

1

Apple
Tomato

Guava
Mango

3

C) Arrange the words in alphabetical order.
1) Plates

pipes

ponds

posters

Ans. Pipes

plates

ponds

posters

2) Table

top

Tonga

torch

Ans:-Table

Tonga

top torch

Let’s perfect it:A. Arrange these words in the order in which they appear in a dictionary.
1) Skin

skull

Ans: Skate

skin

sky
skull

skate
sky

2) Hill high hip hiss
Ans: High hill hip hiss
3) Trip trap troop troll
Ans: Trap trip troll troop

B. Rearrange the letters to form animal names. Then write the names in
alphabetical order.
Jumbled letters
1. O g d
2. e e d r
3. g f r f e i a
4. e h s o r
5. o i l n

Names of animals
Dog
Deer
Giraffe
Horse
Lion

Alphabetical order
Deer
Dog
Giraffe
Horse
Lion

C. write four words beginning with –
1. The letter “h” that would come before the word “house” in a
dictionary.
Ans. Hat hen hit hot
2. The letter “m”
that would come after the word “money” in a
dictionary.
Ans. monster, mother, muddy, mummy.
Note: Refer to Grammar book for the remaining parts of questions.

